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INTROOUCTION - The application of 180 0 Thomson scatter in!!! using Short 
(- 300 ps) laser pulses for measuring electron temperature and density 
pr ofiles 1n large fusion devices wa s proposed in /1/. With the Short 
laser pulse method, spatial resolution along the laser beam is aChieved 
by high-speed detection techniques allowing ti me-of- f1 ight measurements 
12/ . This LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) technique was applied for 
the first time onthe JET tOkamak . -The JET LIDAR Thomson Scattering 
diagnostic is described 1n outli ne below . The first electron temperature 
profiles obtained with the system are presented and compared with those 
obtained using other JET diagnostics. 

THE LIDAR THOMSON SCATTERING SYSTEM - figure 1 shOWS the optical set- up 
of the diagnostic. A ruby laser pulse of 220 ps duration is directed 
radially into the tokamak vessel in the equatorial plane and dumped on a 
carbon tile at the inner torus wa ll. The laser beam inside the vessel 
has a co nstant diameter of 50 mm . During the measurements described 
here, the laser (JK LASERS (Lumonics) Rugby, UK), capable of 5 J 
operation at up to 0.5 Hz repetition rate, was operated at 2 J and single 
shot. 

a) Laser - The laser conSists of an actively mode-locked oscillator , two 
single pulse selectors (Pockels cell shutters) in series to attenuate 
spurious background pulses and four stages of amplification. Two vacuum 
spatial filters are also included in the amplifier train. 
b) Input Optics - In the initial set up described here the laser beam 
was directed to the Torus 60 m away by a simple mirror system . Imaging 
opticS and a vacuum pinhole system wi ll be used in the future . 
c) Collection Optics - The backscattered light is collected by a folded 
spherical mirror system through an array of six windows surrounding the 
central laser input window on the JET vessel. Its effect ive solid angle 
of collection is 5 . 5 x 10-!sr . The collection optics and r.he labyrinth 
mirror s ystem , which transmits the collected light through the 2 . 2 m 
thick biological snield , is shared with the single spatial point 90 D 

Thomson scat.te r ing system on JET 13/ , for which it was constructed. The 
two collected light beams are separated from each other in the entrance 
slit plane of the polychromator of the si ngl e point scattering system . 
The entrance slit is surrounded by a broad band mirror Io."hich directs 
approximately 95% of the scattered light from the LIDAR laser beam into 
the LIOAR polychromator. 
d) Polychromator - The three main features of the LIDAR ;Jolychromat.or 
are extremely high optlcal throughput o f 1 cm~sr . high average 
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transmission of the six spectral channels (about 70%) and rejection of 
ruby laser stray light by a factor greater than 10~. This performance is 
achieved with a filter polychromator in which the incident light is shone 
onto a stack of short wave pass interference edge filters with decreasing 
cut,-.on wavelengths , the filters being tilted slightly wi th respect to 
each other 14/ . The transmission bandwidth of a spectral channel 
observing reflected light from this filter stack is defined by the cut-.on 
wavelengths of two adjacent filters of the stack and by a suitably chosen 
col oured glass filter in front of each detector. Additional short wave 
pass filters in front of each detector improve further the r ejection of 
stray ruby :'aser light. The collection mirrors , which are l11uminatea 
homogenously by scattered light during the passage of the laser pulse 
through the plasma, are imaged onto the filter stack . In t hi s way slight 
variations of the cut- on wavelengths across the surface of the 200 mm 
diameter edge filters are averaged in the same way when the scattering 
volume moves through the plasma. In the course of the first 
measur..!ments , reported here, only four of the available six spectral 
channels were used. Their transmission bands were 660- 626 nm , 639-601 
nm , 598-534 nm and 530-480 nm, respectively. 
e) Detectors and Digitizers The high speed detection of the 
backscattered light pulse is accomplished using proximity focused Mep 
photomultipliers (ITT F' 4128) with 20 mm diameter photocathodes . The 
output signals are registered by TEK 7912 AD transient dig1tizers with 7 
A 29 vertical amplifier plugs-in . The overall ba ndwidth of the complete 
detection and registration system 15 approximately 700 MHz. 
f) Stray Light Suppression - Ruby laser stray light pulses arriving at 
the detectors before the scattered signal are suppressed very effectively 
(by a factor of 10' I 141) by gating the photocathode to Mep gap of the 
detectors . The flat top of the gate is about 30 ns long and the ringing , 
coupled to the detector output by the 10 ns risetime/150 V amplitude 
gating pulse, is kept below 10 mV . An intense stray light pulse occurs 
after the measurement when the laser pulse strikes the carbon tile dump 
at t.he Torus inner wall . This stray light burst causes a 300 V/O . 5 ns 
electrical pul se at t.he output of the detec t ors and a high speed , pulse 
clipping diode circuit in the signal lead i s used to protect the vertical 
amplifier plug-ins of the digitizers 15/ . 

RESULTS - Figure 2 shows an overlay of the detector signals recorded by 
the digitizers both when the laser was pulsed a) during a JET pulse (full 
curve ) and b) with no plasma present 1n the JET vacuum vessel ( dashed 
curve ) . 
The base lines prior to gating on the detector appear in region 1. For 
region 2, as the detectors were gated on , a ' switch on ' peak was observed 
due mostly to the presence of some spurious laser stimulated fluorescence 
from a (temporary) mask surrouding the laser input mirror figure 1. This 
spurious source of stray light will be avoided in the future wh en the 
imaging input optics is installed . T~~ ~irrerence between the continuous 
and dashed curves in region 3 shows I..~. c p.xpected low plasma light level , 
a merit of t he LIDAR system resulting from the shor t integration time in 
the detection system. Thus , the difference between the two curves in 
region 4 is predominantly due t o the scattered light from the laser pulse 
as it propagates through the plasma. 
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The signal traces ar e effec tively terminated by the arrival of the stray 
light burst caused by the laser pulse striking the carbon dump tile at 
t = ~8 ns. ~o stray light pulses fr om the main laser pulse were observed 
du ring the H ns scatter ing reco r d, region 4 , but the effec t of a low 
level (to-· ) laser pre-pulse striking the dump - 2 ns before the main 
pulse can be seen on digitizer 1 at - 46 ns . The pre-pulse has since 
been removed by more careful setting up of the laser oscil l ator . 
The scat tered light Signals from figure 2 have been time correlated using 
the data obtained from a test experiment in which the peak of the stray 
termination pulse was displayed by using optical attenuation 1n front of 
each detector. The time marker so obtained is also ~ ndicated in 
figure 2. In thi s first analysis , the electron temperatur e has been 
fitted to each 500 ps time averaged segment of the channel data in region 
4 . The resultant Te profile is shown in f igure 3a where it i s compared 
with the partial Te profile obta ined from the JET ECE diag nos t ic 16/ . At 
this time during the discharge - 6 MW of RF' hea ting power were being 
applied to the plasma , producing a moderately high central electron 
temperature . 
In contras t figure 3b shows a low Te case just after pellet injection i n 
which a central electron temperature of a factor of 4 lower is i ndicated. 
Once again good agreement between the profile data from the two 
diagnostics is obtained . In fact the LIDAR system to date r.as been used 
successful l y over the 0 . 2-5 .0 keV temperature range. Also from figure 
3b , the steep temperature grad ient around 2 .6 to 2 . 8 m indi ca tes that the 
spatial resolution of the diagnostic Is 0 . 10-0.15 m as expected . 

CONCLUSION - The first elec tron temperature prof iles have been ob t ained 
with the LI DAR Thomson Scat tering diagnostic on the JET Tokamak. 
The fu l l Te profiles are in good agreement ove r a wide rar.ge of plasma 
conditions with partial profiles obtained by the ECE technique . 
A spatial resolution f or the diagnostic of 0 . 10~O .1 5 m is indicated 
with this preliminary data set. 
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rIG I _ SCHEMATIC OF LJDAR THOHSON 
OIAGNOSTIC ON JET 
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